
Hidden Valley Inn brings the Old West to the Old Pueblo

The Hidden Valley Inn Restaurant and Saloon at 4825 N. Sabino Canyon Road is a 
definite dining experience. In fact, you’ll feel as if you are transported back in time to an 
Old West casino. It has a gaslight-era feeling about it: thick red carpeting, red draperies 
everywhere, red brocade wallpaper, odds and ends of old-time collectibles from ice 
tongs to wagons and stagecoaches. If Gunsmoke’s saloon were transferred from film to 
reality, this would be it. The place is enormous with three main sections the Crystal 
Palace dinner show room, the expansive Red Garter Saloon, and the Hayloft or main 
dining room.

Unfortunately, all this begins with a spin around the parking lot. On the Saturday 
evening we visited, parking took twenty minutes, at least. They have a real shortage of 
parking spaces. The fifty-minute wait for a table was rather easy to take as there’s so 
much Americana to see and show the kids -- vast dioramas of Western towns peopled by 
comic wooden figures, even a general store gift shoppe, all of which are quite pleasant 
to explore. But the parking problem demands you avoid peak weekend crowds.

The crowds are attracted to the new dinner show, which takes up one-third of the place. 
Even though the establishment is huge, it is awfully busy, and we suspect the dinner 
show contributes mightily to the parking lot difficulties.

There is live music  -- a country-western singer -- in the main “non-show” dining room 
as well. You can’t say they’re not trying to entertain here.

The menu is a large single page, filled with all manner of family favorites at reasonable 
prices. The emphasis is on beef, but there’s shrimp, cod, salmon, chicken, killer pork 
ribs, burgers. We’re sure that everyone can find something they want. There is a good 
kids’ menu with burgers, chicken, shrimp and BBQ ribs. But some kids want a steak or 
prime rib (don’t ask); these adult selections are not on the kids’ menu. But they will split 
an adult order if asked.

They have an ample selection of beers, the usual brews plus Guinness and Foster’s on 
tap. We tried the Guinness Stout ($3.50 a pint) and Foster’s Lager ($3.50 a pint). Both 
were unusually inexpensive for draft imports and go well with the hearty entrees served 
here. 

For starters, we had the Hidden Valley Inn Sampler ($8.99), a selection of appetizers on 
one platter. The chicken strips and fried shrimp are mild, tender, and good for all, while 
the wing zings (buffalo chicken wings), and shrimp poppers are spicy. The shrimp 
poppers are particularly decadent -- mild red chilies, cream cheese, and shrimp, all deep 



fried. While they’re not a low cholesterol food, they’re creamy, spicy and irresistible.

The homemade soup du jour can easily get lost in all the dinner choices, but we found 
the day’s selection of chicken and rice with tomatoes, carrots and celery flavorful and 
actually homemade. It’s reassuring to see that a place with so much show biz about it 
cares this much about a lowly soup.  

Hidden Valley Inn’s BBQ Pork Ribs ($15.99 for a full rack, $11.99 for a half) are fall-
off-the-bone tender and delicious. The sauce is neither too sweet nor too spicy, a nice 
middle of the road  glaze with some bite. If you like pork ribs, you must get these. We 
think they’re definitely among the best in town.

Several of us tried the Cattleman’s Combo, two small entrees for $14.99.  You can 
choose from sirloin steak, fried shrimp, BBQ beef ribs, chicken breast, pork chops, BBQ 
pork ribs or shrimp. This is the easy way out when you can’t decide between say, the 
sirloin steak and the pork ribs.  For $3 more, one of the choices can be prime rib.

The Wrangler Rib Eye Steak ($15.99) is actually among the pricier beef choices, which 
simply shows why this restaurant is so popular. The entrees are really affordable. The rib 
eye was well marbled with fat, really tender and served a perfect medium pink. This is a 
hearty 12 ounces of boneless steak, correctly cooked. Although this is not a cut that the 
big high-end steakhouses would fawn over, they certainly do justice to it here.

On the other hand, the Prime Rib ($13.99 for eight ounces, $15.99 for twelve ounces) is 
a beef cut worthy of any Tucson steak place. Frankly, the way they serve it here is 
beautiful: a big cut sliced an inch and a half or two thick, served nice and rare. The 
generous thickness of the cut is extraordinary, so that this prime rib is as good as any in 
town.  

The Mile High Mud Pie ($4.29) is well-named; no one person could eat a full dinner and 
finish this very high and wide slice of mud pie. It features both espresso and chocolate 
ice creams, topped with mounds of whipped cream and chocolate sauce. The crust is 
decadent as well: chocolate cookie crumbs, as sweet as Oreos. We didn’t request this to 
share, but we were supplied extra forks anyway, due to the size and richness of this 
indulgent dessert.

The New York Cheesecake ($3.59), fairly creamy and rich,  is topped with raspberry and 
caramel sauce.  One person could finish this dessert, unlike the Mud Pie. This is an 
appealing dessert and better for your diet. But you won’t get bragging rights if you finish 
it all by yourself.

While our visit to the Hidden Valley Inn started off on a sour note, the unique 



atmosphere, good service, modest prices, and impressive entrees won us over. We would 
recommend Hidden Valley Inn for family dining, but you’d be well advised to avoid the 
Saturday night crush.

Open seven days a week from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. Happy Hour is Monday to Friday from 
4 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. Major credit cards are accepted. Banquet and catering facilities are 
available. The banquet area can accommodate as many as 275 people. To learn more 
about Hidden Valley Inn, visit their website www.hiddenvalleyinntuc.com
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